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SUMMARY
An analytical method .for including a rariable
i._entropic ea'ponent il_ the method of eharaeteri._tio_'
a,_ applied to the design of rocket nozzles has been.
obtained, which is independent o.f the manner in.
which the initial boundary condition._ are ,_pecified
J'or the problem. The method incorporates exixting
thermodynamic data fin" either frozen or equilibrium
compo._'ition in, the eharacteri,_'tic flow equations of
,_upersonie flow.
The design of several nozzles was atternpted by
._pecification g/the initial boundary conditions along
the noz,-le eenterline. It was extremely dififieult,
howe_,er, to specify the flow di._'tributlon along the
nozzle azi,_ and to obtain solutions to the characteris-
tic equations yielding short-length nozzles. Selection
of adequate initial boundary conditions appears' to be
a trial-and-error process based upon. previous
experience. For the ease u,here nozzle length is not
imporla_t, de._ign,_ are readily obtainable by utilizing
a geornetrie ._ealing procedure. Several bell-,_haped
nozzles haee been de,_igned b!l speeiJying the initial
boundary conditions along the nozzle eenterIine and
by utilizing geometric ,_ealing.
A comparison is pre,_ented of nozzle contours
obtained bIl a,_._uming either.frozen or equilibrium
compo._ition. ,'1 comparison of con,tours .for both
compositions with either constant or variable i._en-
tropic exponent i._ also pre._enled. Ammonia-oxygen
was used a._' the propellant combination in the eom-
pari._on. Sigltifieant differences among the con-
tours of the examples indicated that th,e a,_._umptlon
o.f constant isentropie exponent is inadequate and
that actual thermodynamic data shouhl be used in
the solution of the eharaeleristic flow equations.
A computatiou o.f the variation of caeuum .specific
impulse with axial length, xhowed that con.dderable
nozzle length, and hence weight, can be diminated
without xerious thrust penalties in nozzle de._'igns
that gradually expand the flow to uniform e_:it
conditions. For the example computed, a redurtion.
in axial length of 50 percent resulted in only a 1.6-
percent reduction in r.Teuum ._pee_c impulse.
INTRODUCTION
Generally, (he te(.hnique descril)ed for shock-free
nozzle design is the method of (,haracteristics,
which is a linearized solution of the supersonic
flow equations. Previous application of the
method of characteristics to nozzle design has
considered the isentropic exponent 7 to be constant
throughout the expansion process. (All symbols
are defined in appendix A.) Reference 1 presents
a rocket-nozzle design using the method of charac-
teristics where the isentropic exponent is hehl
constant.
The nature of the expansion process in a nozzle
is dependent on the ehemi<'al kinetics of lhe gas
species. Unfortunately, tittle information exists
on ]`he chenfieal kinetics as applied to a ro(.1,:et.
nozzle, and hence an exact determination of the
expansion process is impossit)le. Thermodynamic
data do exist, however, for the two limit ing expan-
sion processes where ]`he reaction rates are con-
sidered to be either infinitely slow or infinitely fast..
For these two processes, the chemical composition
remains either constant (frozen) or in equilil)rium
throughout the expansion.
A comparison of one-dimensional isentropie-
expansion computations for the frozen and equilib-
rium eases shows that there is a considerable
difference in the area-ratio requirement for a given
expansion pressure ratio. Also, for bolh equilib-
rium and fi'ozen expansion, 3' does not remain
constant throughout the expansion process. Con-
sequently, in computing the con(ours of nozzles for
high-h,mperaluve gases, the method of elmrac--
teristies should inchade 3' as a variable.
1
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This report contains a description of tile analyti-
cal lnethod for including _ as n variable in the
Inethod of characteristics. Tilt' analytical method
uses existing thermodynamic data for frozen or
equilibrium composition and incorporates these
data in the charaeh, ristie equations of supersonic
flow. The lnethod for inch,dinE variabh, y is not
depemh,,d on the manner in which the initial
boundary conditions are specified for the problem.
Included in this report are several bell-sha.ped
nozzles that have been designed by the niethod
of characteristics for use with the stoiehiomelrie
colntmstion products of ammonia and oxygen.
These nozzles were (lesi_mled for use in a roel,:et-
powered supersonic tunnel described in reference 2.
A comparison is prese,,ted of the nozzle contours
obta.ined by using frozen or equilihrium compost-
lion. .A comparison of contours is ako presented
for hoth compositions with both constant aim
variabh, isenlropie exponent. Also i,wluded in
the nozzle-design technique is a eomputelionel
method for determining the specific impulse at
each axial station ahmg the nozzle axis. This type
of compulalion is particuhu'ly applicable Io studies
of rocket nozzles where informalion on the relation
between thrust and length is imporlanl. From
the nozzle designs presented herein, some idea
of the tin'us! petmlties incurred because o1"shorten-
ing the length of a eharaclerislic nozzle can be
obtained.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
AXISYMMETRIC POTENTIAL-FLOW CHARACTERISTIC
EQUATIONS
The axisymnwtl'ic characteristic equations for
steady, irrotational, isentropic flow used in this
analysis were those presented by A. Ferri in
reference 3. The characteristic equations are
obtained t}3" combining Ihe equations of motion
and continuity. Another relation is derived from
the geometric properties of the characteristic line.
The resulting equations for the two characteristic
lines a.<_ocialed with each point in the flow fiehl
fire
and, second family:
!!Y'_ =tan (0-,_) (3)\&'/_
"_dV . tan ,, sin _ sin 0 d.r
--=0 (4)
L y +ta. ,, _10- -cos_-_ :/
The Maeh angle u in equations (1) to (4) is de-
pendent on v and is therefore a varitdfle at every
point in the flow Eehl. In tigure 1 the velocity
Radial axis
]1
/
T L/
Nozzle x_L z "/2
= centerline
FICUttE I. Characteristic lines and velo('ity vectors for
a general point in the supersonic Mream.
component and angle relations are given for a
characteristic point in the supersonic flow field.
The same notat.ion used 1)y A. Fe,'ri in reference
3 has been followed.
First falnily:
[(% =t,.,i
,,<i,/, (0+_,) (i)
[ {!il-_--tan # dO tan ,z sin, sin 0 d x=0" cos (0+,,) .v (2)
FINITE-DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF CHARACTERISTIC
EQUATIONS
Equations (l) to (4) are numerically integrated
by rewriting tile differential equations in the form
of finite differences and following a point-to-point
calculation of tile flow properties throughout the
flow fieht. Figure 2 shows two points, A and B,
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chorocCedsfic/ _ / _ _ . (dy'_ Or 0+,,
\/ "_" _ "X. _o.j,. .-
D E Nozzle cenlerline
F1C, URE 2.--Point calculation syst( m in tile characterislic
ira('[work.
ill tile characlerislic network, whose prop,'rties
are known. If lilt, distance between character-
istie points is kept small, Ill(. langents of the
characteristics can be assumed to represent the
characteristics themselves for a first approxima-
tion. The tangents of the characteristics fi'om
two 3ifferent families at points B and A, that is,
tan (O+_--u+,) and tan (0a+pA), respectively, inter-
sect at point ('. The flow properties and location
at C are deiermilwd by first solving equations (l)
and (3) simultaneously for xc and Yc; and second,
knowing Xc r.nd !/c, equations (2) and (4) are solved
simultaneously for lc aml Oc. Thus fol' the first
approyimaiion, the loeation of point ('is given by
equalions (1) and (3) in finite-difference form:
y_,- ya _ tan (0_+ UA) (5)
x C- x A
Yc--Ys--tan (0++--un) (6)
.r C -- .r 1¢
Solving for xe from equations (5) and (6) yields
ya yn+ x+_tan (OB--t*_)--XA tan (OA-_p..I
3"C -- (7)
tan (Ot_--g,)--tan (OA+_A)
and for yc,
yc-- y._ + (x_-- a'a) tan tO, + v._) (S)
l,il,:ewise, finite-difference equations can replace
the differential equations (2) and (4), so that lhey
become
.(0c--0a) tan _._
tan ]J-A sin u.+sin 0a (.rc--.ra]
cos (0a +**._) ?I._
V,, k tOe-On) tan ,_,,
|an gt_ sill /x/, sill On (.lgCI.FB)
cos (0,j-- u+,) ?l.
0 (9)
-- 0 00)
By solving for lcb 3' elinainalion of Oc, lhe follow-
ing relation i_ obla, ined:
l
_:--eot #A C ('=Or _'B {CO{ p-A[I-_ f/._t(;rC--XA)]
+cot #.[1 q-:/_,(,rc--.r.)]+O,,--OA } (11)
wh:,re
fan _._ sin u.4_in 01S,=
yA cos (0.._) #.1)
lan _ sin _ sin O.
,//B--
yz, cos (OB--,us)
and solving for the [low angle 0c, lhe following
relalion is obtaine<l:
rvc I.'_ ,,
0 c 0A-{-eOI p,_ _ -: -- J_(rc--.ra)
-L,-.,....-I(12)
The values obtai,w<t ft'om equations (7), (S), (I1)"
and (12) are only a first approximalion, sh_ee all
the coefficients in the equa.tions were based on the
properties at points A and B. Usually a second
iteva.tion of the equqtion is required where Ihe
coefficients of the differenlial equations are aver-
aged between .1 and C, and B and ('. Thus, lhe
second iteration point is loealed at C', and equa-
tio:_s (7) and (8) t)ecome
XC+
1 1
Y'--R"+2 [!an (0. _u.) +tan (ec--,Uc)]X,,--_ [tan (Oa+u..,) +tau (oc+u&l,rA
l[tan (O.--,un) q tan (Oc--uc)--tan (Oa+_a)--lan(Oc+#c)]
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1
y,., ya+ Crc--xA) _ [tan (0._+uA) +tan (0c+u_.)]
Similarly, equalions (11) and (12) beeome
1
Vc'=4[(l:,+V(.)-_(tal_ re, q-tan uc)-_+(I_+l_:) l(tall p.i_@lan p.<,) 1]
{ 2 F2va __v _gOA+ _ ]tan u.,-i-lan U_LVa+Vc-- 2 (.rc--.ra)
2 F 2t'u +'/["+'//C(.rc--x.)]+Ou--OA}+tan u.+tan uc L'Y_+ ] ;_ 2
find
,) r+ -r ,q _ ]2 F.z(Vc-I':J. ffA-t ,5/_ (s'c--:cJOc'=Ot+ia_n ,_,:q-tan,u_ k l_+V. 2
Apparendy, in order to ih'raic the equations
after Ihe first approxiwalion, the wdue of Maeh
angle u a,t C n:usl 1)e obtaim,d so that ill(, coeffi-
cients can be averaged. In order to cal('ulate
lhe :X[aeh angle at C, the speed of sound must
be (h,iern:ined from the lhermodynamie proper-
lies of the gas. If the properties ('hange signifi-
candy l)etwcen the first and second iterations, a
third iteration n'ay be required. After the flow
properties at (" have been determined within the
desired accuracy, point C' becomes a starting
point for the ca h'ulation of future points of the
network.
THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The isentropic exponent is an in_.t)orlani paranl-
eter in 'AI compressible-flow processes lmi can be
('onsidered to be eonslan{ in any low-temperature
airflow analysis. IIowever, in a rocket nozzh,
opera.t ing wilh high-pressure anti high-t emperal ure
gases, the dissociation effects of the gas shouhl
be in('h,ted in the supersonic ('heraeterislie
9,ow solutions. The dissociation amt reasso-
('iation phenow.ena and cl:eTrit.al kinelies cause
the n:oh, cular weight of the con;bust|on gases Io
vary with t:oth time and position in the l_ozzle.
When the moh, cular weight varies, the |sen-
tropic exponent (whMl enters into the eomputa-
lion of the speed of sound) ('annol be expressed its
the ratio of specific heals, l)ut must include a
fum'tion of the rate of change of n'oleeular weigh!
wilh pressure. The expression for tile insen-
tropic exponent ('an easily be derived from its
definition by using the tables of reference 4 and
the equation of state, llence,
|,l -1-1
")'--e,, '\0 In p/_,J (13)
The relation bet, ween molecular weight and
pressure for cvahmtion of tile isentropie exponent
is dependent on tile chemical kinetics of lhe
chemical ('onslituents of the reqeting combustion
gas. lJnforlunately, tilt, necessary chemical kinet-
ics are not known for current rocket proI)elhmts
exeeln for the I_o limiting cases of fi'ozen and
equilibrium composition. A generalized method
for computing the thern'odynamie properties of
a combustion gas assuming equilil)rium or frozen
composition is given in reference 5, and data for
a number of rocket propellant eombimdions are
presented in references 6 Io 10.
The data for frozen or equilibrium eompositi_m
can be ineorporate,'l into the finite-difference
solution of tile ('|;ara('l erist it" equat ions by ut ilizing
the aPt)rope|ate the,'modynamie relalions. In-
serting tilt' llwrmo(13-namic data into tile t'tmrac-
teristies solution ('an })e a<'hieved with ollly minor
additions to tile method of ('haraclerist.ics. When
high-speed aulomatic-computing machines are
utilized to obtain a characteristic solution, adding
tilt, thermodynamic data to the solution of the
method of characteristics does not add undue
complications.
Any lhermodynamic property can qlways be
considered to be only a function of any two other
lhern',odynanaie properties. For an isenlropie
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process it is therefore possible to express all
thermodynamic data for a given entropy level in
terms of only one thermodynamic property. If
the enlhalpy is considered 1o be some function
of the natural logarithm of the pressure, tlmn
from tile energy equation for isentropic flow tim
static-temperature molecular-weight ratio can
be obtained fl'om
1_'T dH d+ (14)
m--d In p--d Inp
Similarly, the following 3' function can be obtained
by using the tables of reference 4 and the equation
of state:
d In T
3'-- 1 m d2_ / d_
3" _ --d (_- p) _/.d (ln p) (15)
Equation (15) gives the isentropie exponent
based on the thermodynamic properties of the
rocket gases for each point in the nozzle. If tim
local-temperature moh, eular-weight ratio and the
local isentropic exponent are known, tile speed of
sound at the point in the flow is determined from
The thermodynamic properties are related to
the velocity by the energy equation in the form
I'--=[(q([[c--]-]-)l/2=I(<o([[c--9)l/2 (|7)
Equations (14) to (17) give the relations neces-
sary to evaluate the Maeh angle _ for any given
velocity.
The enthalpy function _o was obtained by
fitting tim data for frozen or equilibrium com-
position over the pressure range for the nozzle
design. The following numerical relation using
Inp as a parameter was fitted to the thermo-
dynamic data:
¢---II=G-/_(h_ p)+/Q(ln p)2
+Kdln p)a-k/(a(ln pp-kK_(In p)5 (18)
The preceding method for including variable "r in
the method of characteristics is general and is
independent of the manner in which the initial
boundary conditions are specified for the problem.
5
APPLICATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
The method for incorporating the thermo-
dynamic data into tim eharaoteristic equations
was used to design a shock-free divergent section
for tim ammonia-oxygen rocket tmmel with a
chamber pressure of 600 pounds per square inch
reported in reference 2. For design of nozzles
for tunnel application it. is necessary to specify
the exit, flow and then determine the contour that
will produce that flow. A weight flow of 19.06
pounds per second and an exit pressure of approxi-
mately 1.7 pounds per square inch absolute were
desired for operation at stoiehiomeh'ic conditions.
This corresponds to an exit Xlaeh number of
approximately 4.0. The thermodynamic data
incorporated in the characteristic calcuhttions arc
reported in reference 10. The pressure distri-
bution along the nozzle centerline from throat to
nozzle exit was prescribed, and the corresponding
properties of the gas were determined from
equations (14) to (18). (The flow angle along
the centerline of an axisymmetric nozzle is zero.)
Thus, tim properties at any two adjacent points
along the centerliue of the chanwteristie network,
such as D and E of figure 2, provide the initial
information for the sohltion of the characteristic
equations (5), (6), (11), and (12). The finite-
difference computation proceeds outward from
the nozzle eenterline. The details of tim com-
putational procedure arc given in appendix B.
Solutions to tim characteristic equations were
obtained for eentevlim, pressure distributions
defined as cosine, parabolic, and cubic functions
of tile axial length. The funclions, shox_m in
figure 3, were defined by
p=_ (In p,--In p_)Cosine: |n 7F,FCOS -_-
l
+_ (In p,+ln p,)
(|9)
Parabolic: In p=l-2(x--l)2(ln pt--ln p,)
+In p, (20)
Cut)ie: In p=_ql+2 (ln pt--ln P:)7 ala - .j.r
(21)
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4 _
- - ,nJor.f,c.-
2 -- \ I (In p = Constant)
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
Axiol nozzle length, x, in.
FicrR_ 3.---Centerline pressure inpni distributions.
The expansion h,nglh l chosen was 12 inches,
and the exit pressure was 1.7 pounds per square
inch absolute. Tim pressure at the throat was
ehosen as the v'diw obtained by using equilibrium
composition. The coefficients of equations (19)
to (21) were determined from the following as-
sumed boundary conditions:
at x=xt=0, d In p/(lz q, p=p_
at x-/=12, d In p/da'=O, p--p,,
In addilion to varying the eenterline pressure
distribution using equilibrium eomposilion, a
comparison was nmde of the effect of fi'ozen and
equilibrium composition upon the solution with
a fixed centertine pressure distribution. A com-
parison was also made (for each composition) of
the effects of both fixed and variable isentropic
exponent upon lhe solution when using a fixed
eenterline pressure dis! ribu lion.
Undefined
%
line _
8 +p- /"---Characteristic
ozzle well
Supersonic flow field
Direction of flow
....... Nozzl_e centerline
FIC:I:RE 4. Sketch of undefined region of the character-
islie solution with boundary conditions specified tdong
nozzle eenterline.
may be neglected. This is the case for the nozzle
designed for the rocket tunnel of reference 2.
ADmTIONALcALetmATmNS
Weight flow.--Any streamline dcterinined fi'om
die results of the characteristic solution generates
a shock-fi'ee rocket-nozzle contour. A weight-
flow computation was carried ahmg with the
characteristic calculations so that the data are
available for streamline caleulalions. For in-
stance, consider the weighl flow across the ehar-
aeleristic line AC of figure 2:
--Wa=f c (pu2rry_ dy-- 27tory d.r )wc
which reduces to
c sin'0 -]
Wc--WA=2rr£pI'ECOSO | all (_&/.0..j y-dy (22)
THROAT CONDITIONS
An initial value probh,m is defined when the
eenterline pressure distribution for the supersonie
porlion of the nozzle is specified. The solution of
this initial value tu'oblem does not encompass the
entire supersonic portion of the nozzle, as shown
in figure 4. No solution is obtained for the region
between the sonic line and the 0q-_ characteristic
that passes flwough the sonic point on the center-
line. For the ease where the throat curvature is
very small, the undefined region of the supersonic
time field becomes small, and the flow in lhis region
A numerical integration of equation (22) be-
tween characteristic points gives a weight-flow
history of the characteristic network, and the
streamlines are easily obtained by interpolation.
Vacuum specific impulse. -The vacuum-
specific-impulse (assunfing the flow discharges to a
vacuum) eah'_dation can be executed as the char-
aeteristie flow network is being developed. This
computation is of considerable importance when
the contours of rocket nozzles are being computed
because it indicates the effect, of nozzle size on
thrust. For these calculations the following equa-
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lion was used along the fanlily of ,'lC ('hara,'ter-
isties:
t _Pe " 2 2
where all values of [, w, and F are integrated
values from the cenlerline to the point repre-
sented by the subscript.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The characteristic calculation using equilibrium-
composition data with the cosine-function pressure
distribution as input showed a coalescing of
one faintly of characteristic lines a short distance
downstream of the throat at a weight flow of
about 2 pounds per second. This coalescing indi-
cates that it is impossible to obtain a solution
having lhe desired flow rat(' for this parti('ular
centerline pressure distribution.
To learn the effe('ts on the characteristic net-
work of changing the centerline pressure (listritm-
lion, the parabolic a.l_d cubic inputs of figure 3
were also tried. The results were essentially the
same as experienced with the cosine input ; namely,
a coalescing of one of the families of characteristic
lines at a weight flow of approximately 2 pounds
per second. Thus, it appears that, if the flow-
expansion length is too short, it will be extremely
difficult to find a characteristic solution with a
pressure distribution along the eentcrline being
described by any function of the family of the
simph, functional relations considered herein.
Reference 11 gives a somewhat detaih, d discussion
of the selection of centerline pressure distributions
for tile related lwo-dimensional case and points
out this problem of coalescing of characteristics.
It is indicated that only a trial-and-error melhod
based on previous experience can give the desired
characteristic solution. Although no solution
was attainable with the inputs of equations (19)
to (21), it was possible to scale the solution using
the parabolic input to obtain a shot'k-free contour
for tim rocket-tunnel weight-flow requirements.
SCALING
Examination of equations (1) to (4) shows that
all ttle coordinates :r and y appear only as ratios.
It: is tlwrefore feasible to use a geometric scaling
527411 60 ..... 2
procedure to obtaii_ nozzh, contours with weight
flows different from those of exist.ing solutions of
the characteristic equations. Since tile radial
dimension of the nozzle is proportional to the
square root of the weight flow, tile axial dimension
must also vary as the square roe! of tile weight
flow in order to preserve geometric simihu'ity.
For the streamline _ith a weight flow of 2.1 I)ounds
per second ol)tained with the parabolic ccnterline
pressure distril)ution, a scaling factor of 3 was
necessary to scale to a. nozzh, contour with a weight
flow of 19 pounds per second.
The cenlerlinc pressure distril)ution is allered
when geometric scaling is used to obtain a new
solution. When a 2.1-pound-per-second weight-
flow streamline is scah,d up to tile nozzle with a
]9-pound-per-second weight-flow rate, the pres-
sure gra(lienl along the centerline is reduced by a
factor of 3. Tile sealed parabolic centerline pres-
sure distril)ution is shown in figure 5.
5 -- -+-_ +
--_- i\
--- j
+i2_ +--+-- ÷
0 4 8
1, .+
12 16 20 24 28
Axiol nozzle length, x, in.
52 56
FIGI;RE 5. Parabolic pressure input scah,d lhr('o times.
Nozzle designs based upon equilibrium and
frozen composition with both variable and con-
stant isentropic exponent for each composition.
The thermodynamic properties of the high-
temperature combustion gases in a nozzle are usu-
ally somewhere between the extremes determine(l
by assuming equilit)rium or frozen composition.
The effect of real thermodynamic data on nozzh,
design can be indicated, however, by examining
ILL(,,effects of the assumption of either frozen or
equilibrium composition. The effects of con-
sidering a constant ? can l)e examine(1 l)y compari-
son with solutions with variable y.
The streamlines resulting from tile character-
istic calculations using tile input of figure 5 are
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shovcn in figure 6. Tile flmxs obtained by assum-
ing a variable 3` and either frozen or equilibrium
composition are presenle(1. Also shown in figure
6 arc, the isobars antl streamlines for t)otll frozen
and equilibrium composition when the isentropic
exponent is ]leld constanl. The isentropic ex-
1)onents used ill the two constant 3` solutions were
tile values corresponding lo ea('h ellamber eondi-
lion. A value ot' 1.1402 was used for ttle isen-
tropic exponent when equilibrium composition
was used, while a value of 1.2054 was used wilh
llle frozen composition. All other thermody-
namic properties used in the two eonslant 3' solu-
lions were identical with those used in the col
respon,ling variable 7 solutions.
,ks sllown in tlle four examples of figure 6, the
major portions of the axial length are spent in
turning the floW very slowly to tilt' axial direction.
This is lypical of nozzles designed for tunnel appli-
cation where gradual nceeh'rtltions and uniform
exit flow art, desired.
-k comparison of l]le 4- and 1S-pound-per-second
str<,anflines for f,'ozen and equilibrium composition
with both fixed and variable -), for each eonaposi-
tion is given in figure 7. Tllere is a significant
difference in tile flow Cmltours for tlle two vari-
at>le "/solutions. For tile examples computed, lhe
solution wilt, equilibrium composition gives an
area in the axial-flow section approximately 20
percent greater than the sohltion with frozen com-
position. For frozen composition, the streamlines
obtained by assuming a constant 3"closely approxi-
mate the streanflines obtained by using a variable
3`. A slightly larger area ratio results from the
eonshmt-isentropie-exponent solution in the mid-
dlc portion of the nozzle; however, the exit areas
are nearly equivalent.
Tilt, solution based on conslant isentropic ex-
ponent with equilibrium eompositionissignificantly
different, from lhe oilier throe solutions. The
characteristics of tile solution with equilibrium
composition and a constant 7 coalesce at a weighl
flow of approxinmtely 12 pounds per second, and
hence no sohttion is possible for greater weight
flows. Appreciable differences in the streamlines
al lower flows are noted. At a weight flow of 4
pounds per second, the differences in streamline
shape in the middle portion of the contour between
the two equilibrium--composition cases are as great
as the differences between the two variable 3` eases.
The differences among tile solutions based on the
different assumptions show that the variation of 3`
is an important factor in lhc design of nozzles oper-
ating at |ligh temperatures. For more-reaclive
propellant combinations, such as hydrogen-fl uorine,
there is an increase in the difference in area-ratio
requirements for frozen and equilibrium composi-
tion. In addition, the variation of 3' between
l]lroat conditions and nozzle exit conditions in-
creases for both frozen and equilibrium compo-
sition. These effects call be seen by comparing
tlle one-dimensional isentropic data of references
t3 Io 10. For more-reactive propellanl combina-
tions it would therefore become more imporlanl
to include thermodynamic data that comprehend
tlle effecl of it variable isentropie exponent.
Vacuum specific impulse.--Tlle variation of
wacuum specific impulse with axial length is of
great inlerest in the design of rocket nozzles.
The results of tilt, computation of vacuum specific
impulse for the solution obtained with constant
"r and equilibrium composition are given in figure
8 for tilt' 4-pound-per-second streamline. Con-
siderable nozzle length, a.nd hence weight, can be
eliminated without serious thrllst penalties. If
the axial Iength of tlle 4-pomld-per-seeond stream-
line is reduced by 50 percent, there is only a 1.6-
percent loss in vacuum specific impulse. As the
length is further reduced, tlle loss in vacuum
specific impulse increases rapidly. A reduction in
lengtll of 75 percent will give a 9.7-percent redue-
lion in vacuum specific impulse. It is hence
practical to eliminate a large portion of the nozzh,
that has the greatest surface area pet" unit axial
length and thus gq'eatly reduce the weight without
serious penalties in vacuum specific impulse.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An a m_lytieal method for including a variable y
in the method of characteristics as applied to the
design of rocket nozzles has been obtained. The
Inetllod of including a variable 3` is independent of
the manner in which the initial boundary condi-
tions are specified for the pl'oblem. The metllod
incorporates existing thermodynamic data for
either frozen or equilibrium composition in the
characteristic flow equations of supersonic flow.
The design of sever'd nozzles was attempted by
specification of the initial boundary conditions
along tlle nozzle eenterline. It was extremely
difficult, however, to specify the flow distribution
along the nozzle axis and lo el)lain solutitms to the
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FIGURE 8. Variation of vacuum specific impulse with
•_xial h,ngth for a streamline. Weight flow, 4 pounds
per second/equilibrium composition; cm_st'mt isentropic
exponent.
elmra('ieristie equations yielding short-lengtll noz-
zles. Selection of adequate initial boundar 5-
conditions appears lo be a trial-and-error process
based upon previous experience. For the ease
where nozzle length is not important, designs are
readily ot)tainal)h, by utilizing a geometric scaling
procedure. Several bell-shaped nozzles have been
designed by specifying the initial boundary condi-
tions along the nozzle centertine and t)y utilizing
geometric scaling.
A comparison of nozzh, contours obtained by
assuming either frozen or equilibrium eomposition
is presented. A comparison of contours for both
compositions with eillwr constant or variable
isentropic exponent is also presenled. Ammonia-
oxygen was used as the propellant coml)ina!ion in
the comparison. Significant differences among the
contours of the examples indi('ated that the as-
sumption of constant "/ is inadequate and t lwA
actual thermodynamic data shouhl 1)e used in lhe
solution of the characteristic flow equations.
A computation of the varialion of vaemm_
specific impulse with axial length showed that
considerable nozzh, length, and hence weight, can
be eliminated without serious thrust penalties
in nozzle designs that gradually exp'md the flow
to uniform exit conditions. For the examph,
computed, a re(lu('tion in axial length of 50 l)ereent
resulted in only a 1.6-percent reduction in vacuum
specific impulse.
LEWIS "['(E._EARC"If CENTER.
._-ATIONAL AERONAVTICS AND _PACE ADMrNI_TRATION
CLEVELAND, OHio, February 11, 1959
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
A,B,C,D,E
Cv
F
.f
g
H
I
tq,tC2,G,
K4,K_,K+
L
/.T.
31
.#
P
q
(,haracteristic point i(lentification I,'
local speed of sound T
specific heat at constant pressure t
specific Ileal at constant vohune u
integrated thrust from ccntevline
to point, represented by sut)seript I"
arl)itrary factor, eqs. (B1) and r
(B2)
acceM'ation of gn'avity w
enthall)y
integrated specific impulse in vac-
uum from centerline to point .r
represent(,d t>y subscript l]
constant for conversion of units y
thermodynamic data curve-tilting
coefficients, eq. (18) 6
characte,'istic line
coefficient in characteristic equa- p
lion ¢,
flow expansion ]ength, axial dis- Subscripts:
lance along centerlitw for flow to
expand from p+ to p+, l= (length A,I?,O,D
of supersonic portion of nozzle) c
g
-- ye/tan #e
Math numl)er est
coefficient in characteristic equa- sT
tion
mole.(,ular weight t
local static pressure Superscript:
constant in eq. (21)
universal gas constant,
local static temperature
tangent to characteristic line
component of velocity in x-direc-
tion
flow velocity
component of velocity in y-direc-
lion
int egra! ed weight flow from center-
line to point represented 115
subscril)t
axial distanee along nozzle
radial dimension of nozzle
isentropie exponent,
y_ (_) In p/5 In p),
flow angle
Math angle, _t--sin _l,/+1[
density
enthall)y funct ion
characteristic point identifi(,ation
ehaml)er
exit.
estimated
constant entropy
constant, temperat tlre
throat
second iteration
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATION PROCEDURE
Unless extremely coarse grids are used, the
nunlber of equations and iterations involved in a
nozzle characteristic network comtmtalion make
hand-conq)ulallonal methods formidable. The
method of characteristics applied to nozzh, design
as presented in this report therefore has been pro-
grammed and computed on an IBM 653 digital
computer. Essentially the following procedure
was employed in pro_'amming the method:
The calculation using lhe method of charac-
teristics is initialed in the supersonic portion of
ill(' nozzle using an assumed pressure distribution
along the centcrline as the initial boundary con-
ditions. The eenterline static-pressure dish'ibu-
lion is specified fi'om the nozzle throat to the exit
in terms of the mltural logarithm of the static
pressure as a function of the axial length along
the nozzle centerline. The method of character-
istics imposes no restriction on lhe eeuterline
pressure distribution except thai the function and
at least the first derivative of the function shouhl
be continuous. Specification of a centeHine pres-
sure distribution will uniquely determine a flow
fieht if a solution exists.
After the center|ine pressure distribution is
specified, grid points for the characteristic net-
work are selected along the nozzle axis. A max-
imum _'id spacing shouhl be used; however, the
spacing shouhl also be fine enough to insure the
accuracy desired in the finite-difference solution.
A few trial grid spacings will determine the i)roper
interval.
For convenience, the computation may be ini-
tiated at either the exit or the throat of the noz-
zlc. The properties of tit(, fluid at each of two
,tdjaeenl points, D and E, along tire nozzle axis
inay be delerwined from equations (14) to (lg).
Having a conlp]ete description of the flow along
lhe nozzle axis, the characteristic equations can
be solved to obtain tit(' properlies of the flow tit
the point (". As shown ill figlli'(' 2, point Cis de-
fined 1Ly tile intersection of the 0_- # characteristics
originating fl'om point A alld lhe 0--# character-
istic originating from point B.
Tit(, determination of the flow properties al
point (-'is an iieraiive process. The pressure a lid
flow angh, at C are hiiihllIy estin_aled by any ar-
tthrary scheme. The following rehl.lions were
used to oblahi lhe inilial cslhrates:
alld
In pc--f(ln pa--ln p,)+In pB (B1)
0c= (0A-- O,,).f+o, (B2)
where f is any arbitrary factor.
Based on tile estiniale of pressure and flow an-
gh', a complete descril)tion of the floe( properties
at point _ can be obtained from equations (14)
to (18), inclusive.
The characteristic equations (7), (8), (11), and
(t2) can now be rewritten to provide first Ihe
location of the point C and then a ('hock Oil lhe
assumed values of flow angle and pressure. All
coemcicnts in equations (7), (g), (11), and (12)
are evaluated using properties that are tit(, aver-
age of tit(, estin'ated values at point C and tit(,
vahies ill either point :1 or B. Thus, equations
(7), (8), (11), and (12)become
(,,a__,.+..[' O<'...'+'"''_TC' _ 2
--[ tl'n (O'44"l'*n)@tan (Oc estAFl'Lc e_t)]2" ' " " ,r.4
16
_Jo=y.¢-{ - (_G--,TA) E -[an (OA-_-,IIA) -{"
[tan (0B--gB) 4, tan (0c, e_,--gc,<.,,)2
tan (Oa4,,A)+tan (Oc.,,+,,_ .... )-]-' (B3)
tan2 (0c,,,,4"#c ..... )] (B4)
1!
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1
4[ (I:4÷ Vc, e,,) -t (1an _a +fan U<,..) -'+ (V,,+ Vc,.,) -' (tan u,_+ tan m,,e.)-']
{ 2 [- 2Va ff_ ± f/7 ]fan /aa+lan _c,,._e LI_4-, Ic._, ] .4.2 c',_ (Xc--Xa)
2 [- 2V,, tt,,+#_., ] }+ta,i m,+laii u_,,.._,LI2+Ve,_..-k 2 - 0"c-x.) +0,,-0,
17
(BS)
and
2 [-2 (Vc- V;)
0c 0a+ta n ua4ian uc.,.,, L lT..'+i_
2 (.re-- ;FA ) (B6)
Equation (B6) provides a direct check on the
est, imated value of flow angle. Equation (BS)
provides the velocity at point C, which is an
indirect cheek on the assumed static pressure.
The tlow angle fi'om eqmtlion (B6) and the veh>eily
from equalion (B5) must ag'ree with the assumed
value of flow angle and the value of veh>city
obtained from equation (17) based on the assumed
value of slalic pressure. Normall3, the wdues of
flow angle and wqocity will not agree with lhe
wdues initially assumed, and therefore additional
iterations will be required to obtain convergence.
An estimate of the necessary change in the
initial assumptions of flow angle and static pressure
can be obtained by differentiating equation 117).
Hence,
dl"--:,K'q = d_ __/t'_T
dlnp 2V din/, I'm (B7)
The static pressure and flow angle for the second
and all additional ileralions arc then given by
0c, -- 0_+ A(0_,)/2 (P.8)
Vc
lnpc,=lnpe+(T/m_cK_ A (I'c) leg)
where Ale and _0c are the errors in the velocity
and flow angle, respeelively, in lhe previous
iteration. This iteration procedure usually con-
verged in lhree or four iterations.
The preceding procedure was carried out for
each pair of adjacent poinls along the nozzh,
centerline. If there are n poinis specified along
the nozzle axis, there will result (n l) points of C'.
The calculation was then reiniliated using pairs
of these (n-l) points of (-" as A and B points, and
the process was repeated until the entire flow
field of the nozzle was eoml)uted.
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